
DETAILED OFFENDER RECORDS
The Offender Tracking module enables users to create and manage 
records of offenders in their agency’s jurisdiction, including registered 
sex offenders and those with histories of drug- or gang-related activity 
or domestic violence. Users can enter information on incidents including 
offense, conviction, and victim information. The module also enables 
agencies to track required Sex Offender Registration and Notification 
Act (SORNA) information, including sex offenders’ risk levels, any 
professional licenses they hold, the status of their required check-ins, 
and their registration renewal dates. For offenders associated with gang 
activity, personnel can specify the gang name and the offender’s role 
within it. Agency personnel can also use the module to keep a record of 
which offenders are no longer being tracked because they moved or their 
offender status changed.

NAME RECORD ALERTS
This module allows users to conveniently enter and associate critical 
information about offenders to name records. Once associated, this 
information is visible whenever a search is performed on any other 
record throughout the Spillman Flex system that is associated with those 
name records. For example, if a user retrieves a vehicle record that is 
associated with a sex offender name record, an alert specifying the 
offender type will appear in a blue text box on the vehicle record.

POWERFUL REPORTING CAPABILITIES
Agency personnel can track the different types of offenders in their 
jurisdiction using Flex’s reporting capabilities. The Offender Tracking 
module allows users to run reports that track offenses associated with 

an offender, create a log of required activities on sex offenders, create 
statistical reports on the various types of offenders in their agency’s 
jurisdiction, and regularly run reports on overdue sex offender renewals. 
The module also enables users to quickly create community and law 
enforcement notifications to make community members within the 
jurisdiction aware of offender activity.

SCHEDULING ABILITY
The Offender Tracking module helps users assign and schedule SORNA-
required phone calls and visits with sex offenders. The module can record 
sex offender registration renewals and schedule future renewals based 
on the offender’s risk level and state requirements. Agency personnel can 
then run overdue renewal reports on a regular basis. This module also 
records activities like officer contact with an offender, follow-up visits, 
phone calls, and notifications to residents when sex offenders move into 
their community.

LOCATION TRACKING
Agencies can use this module to easily track an offender’s location in 
relation to sensitive places like parks and schools. Using the radius 
search, agency personnel can quickly see a list of vulnerable locations 
within a designated distance of where a sex offender works, lives, 
or goes to school. Users will also be able to associate offenders with 
multiple addresses and vehicles, giving a comprehensive view of locations 
they may be associated with. For example, a drug offender may work 
five miles from home and drive a car registered in their name. They may 
also frequently stay at a parent’s house and use the parent’s car to run 
errands. This module simplifies the process of tracking this information.
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TOTAL SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Spillman Flex’s Integrated Hub™ is an open, centralized database where all agency information is entered, stored, and 
extracted in real time, providing total software integration. This allows users to enter data once and have it automatically 
shared among related modules. Agencies using this module can optimize their system and enhance productivity through 
total integration with other Flex modules. 
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Users can view warning, critical notice, and 
offender alerts associated with an offender’s 
name record.

The Offender Tracking module allows users 
to record SORNA-required registration 
information including the identification number for 
each offender, what agency is responsible for the 
record, risk level, registration end dates, additional 
IDs, and whether they must register as an offender 
for life.

This module allows agencies to track whether a 
sex offender is compliant with requirements 
and if the offender is currently registered. If 
the agency is no longer tracking an offender’s 
registration, users can also note the reason why 
tracking ceased.

Users can enter detailed information on 
activities for the various types of offenders, 
including registrations, renewals, community 
notifications, and follow-up meetings.
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